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Interrogation of Dr. Wilhelm HOETTL: HOETTL's Reaction to the Arrest of VERBER
and FENGER

1

1. Purpose of this Report. The purpose of thd present report is to record
the reaction of pr. Wilhelm HOETTL and his immediate cronies te the.news that
Otto VERBER and Kurt PONGER had been arrested together with three other persona
for espionage on behalf of the Soviet Union against the United States. HOETTLis
.reaction isdocumented in correspondence hetween :himself and his cronies which
was impouhded in a search of his quarters and office conducted on 25 March 1953.
The possibility should be borne in mind that HOETTL deliberately left this corres-
pOndence for us to capture in thehopes that the correspondence would establish'
his innocence of implication in Soviet espionage. It is also possible that the
entire correspondence was fabricated to this ends

.2. Letter HOETTL'to MAST, 16 January 1953. In a letter dated 16
1953 of Which we possess a carbon copy HOETTL wrote tollaror1Heinrich v

The first two and a half pages of his letter, which begins 	 Aerman
concerns itself with other matters. These include the possibility of H TTL's
being hired by Amt Gehlen, the business of the Nibelunger Verlag, the es ionage

• activities of Theodor nn ALBERT, etc, The relevant passage can be trans_ated
' as follows:

"What de you say about the odd espionage affair in Vienna? The
oddest thing about it is that I actually have known these people for
years. I must therefore be a Soviet Agenti Joking aside, I still can't
anderstand. Why did these people never, approach me? Only because of TT
absolutely hostile attitude towards •the East? But if they had been smart'.
they Would certainly have been able to approach Ta from. some other direc- •
%on.' That is, as members of the American Intelligence Servide and thus
through me have been able to setup an anti-BUssian net in order later
to liquidate it. The matter is quite . obscure to me especially this funny'
eonnectiOn to a Consul in' Washingtonwhen these people were sitting the
whole. time here. Why were they not sent to the United States, which
would be the obvious . cpportunity to have former intelligence officers
Oyer there. Mid certainly such intelligence officers could also be •
reactivated there. LVerything is most . curious. If the Russian Intelli-
gence . Service is not more competent than this the y'll should be very happy,
(In any case, I am puzzled that I never noticed Anything about them Which
Was indicative. . I certainly got the impression that they might be working_
a: little in the Israeli Intelligence' Se - ce but when I heard this sus-
picion for the first time months' ago from . Thec's friend in'S4lzburg
(translator note: . Theo \is\Dr. Theodor von -ERT; his Salzburg friend is -
4 policeman named JohaikNr 	 I con a n	 e eve it and made a state-
ment giving myown(WorrarThe people c neerned were working for the
Israelis.) I 'certainly hope that I won't get drawn into this Matter because
there'weuld be a 'good deal of fun for certain people. In ary case, it would
be a good thing if My correspondence were discovered since the correspondence
makes it clear that I dealt with these people only concerning photographs



and concerning the arrangement of export licenses. (That would be an
:explanatioh of: the fact that nothing happened to these licenses. In any
-case One would have to check this up in Scandinavia. The two br.)thers
(translator note: VERBER and PONGER) would certainly have no interest
in arranii5g to increase the Circulation of an anti-Russian book.) Please
give me your advice on this whole matter, particularly as to What I should
do now. Is there any point in my reporting now what I know/ I certainly
know nothing of professional interest and then one might think that Qui
3' Excuse, S t AccuSe. They certainly will hardly stumble aCross my names
sine) a search of the house and the office in the 4th District is out of
the question. On the Other hands I would certainly like to assist in
'clearing up the , case if the people are really guilty. (A certain feeling
of revenge exists here on my part because I was taken in.) In tote this is

;a very Strange matter,"

3. Lotter HOETTL tie von ALBERT / 16 January 1953. A carbon copy of a letter
dated 16 T.--- --TriTt5Trianuatroal-UETTL to Theodor yon ALBERT reads in part as follows:

"What.do you say about the new espionage ca3c in Vienna? An odd story.
As you already know I know these brothers and considered it out of the

1

question that they could be Soviet agents. If A. (translator note: '.Joharn
ANGERER, a sub-,agent of von ALBERT, who works in the Salzburg Police .) has •
any particular questions', I am at his disposal, but I would prefer not to
be named as a source, since I de not particularly wish to be known as an
acquaintance of such people. I should be most interested to know what is
at the bottom of the case, Why, for example, did these people neyer:make .
any attempt to recruit me? I can only explain it to myself by supposing
that it was .clear to them that because of my clear ideological orientation
nothing waa to be gained. But on . the other hand, they may have attempted •
to make some sort of play in order to learn my connections. I had really.
trusted themsince I could not believe that OSS officers could be SoViet •
agents. It is a point against their professional competence if the whole
story is relevant. In any case, I will be thankful to A. for any informs.
tion and will take a personal interest in it."

Ii. Letter von. ALBERT to HOETTL, 17 January 1953. An Original letter
dated , 17 January 1953 signed "Theo" reads in part as follows:

"The story about Kurt P. is most amusing. The arrest occurred in part
because of certain information which was gathered by A. (translator
ANGERER) (partly through me and partly through you.) Therefore, oic.
further conversation had beat be oral. I request to know everythilz . hat
you know about the case because I shall certainly learn a good 'de 	 ,;ore
myself."

5. Letter MAST te HOETTL, 19 January 1953. MAST t s answer to HOtr-!:
first letter is contained in a letter dated 19 January 1953 of which we possess'
the Original signed "Harry," This letter is five pages long and MAST devotes
approximately one page to the PONOER case early in the letter:



'"To get started right away in the P. case. In this Matter I have the
opinion that it is not wise in such a case to act prematurely. Especially
•since, if they have found the correspondence which I would approve of,
the basic harmlessness of the affair is clear. The main question, in:any
event, is how you came to know these people. Either this .question is
clear from the 'correspondence or you have some other plausible explanation.
More unpleasant is the affair in Salzburg, since it is not known whence
the good A (translator note: ANGERER) got these names and whether our
friends in Gmunden	 . know more or knew more about this cue. (Trans.
later note: Identity of the friends in (munden is unknown, and HOETTi
repeatedly denied knowing this identity. MAST is being interrogated on
this point.) If so, .then enormous falsehoods could be perpetrated. To

• me it is still not entirely: clear whether these people did net act under
instructions in order not only to get a III—F—Play. (translator note: GIS
terminology for double agent activity) going but also in order to establish
genuine collaborators of the MVD in American -circles. It seems rather
strange to me that the people should suddenly have been taken to the
United States, since certainly CIC in Vienna has a safe confinement place

'where interrogations could be conducted, and which in any event would
provide, for better interrogations, since they would be on the sot rather
thakzeparated .by a great distance. Aside from that, it is quite obvious
that in Vienna there are the same means of interrogation as would be avail-
able, in America. It is therefore most , important to learn as soon as
possible what is known in Salzburg about the case and what is being said.
For this mission the assignment of Carlo (translator note: Karl WAS; as •
admitted', by HOETTL) would be the safest, and presumably it would be easy
for you to write him yourself. I personally hope that you still retain
copies of the correspondence concerning this case, which in any event Will
b& necessary in order to substantiate an oral explarrition. In any event,
Your name is probably not known in Salzburg and would not come into the
case unless the people in the United States (translator note: PONGER and
VERBER) should be asked questions concerning their entire circle of

•acquaintances. In this event, it is to be assumed with 90% certainty .
that you, name will come up but when, as is to be expected, the people are
given a truth serum, they can hardly say anything except the truth. What
kind of photographs did you get from them and what did they get from you?
For in this matter it seems to me possible there might be a critical point
in the minds of the Americans, particularly the way Americans think."

Note: The letter continues under a dateline of 22 January 1953:

"In the interval events have occurred which have postponed the urgency
of this matter, since now. 	 is apparent from the newspapers, the prosecu-
tion has formally indicted the two defendants and the trial is scheduled
to begin: on 3 March. From the European point of view this would mean that
the investigation has been concluded. In any case, however, I still hold
to my opihion that for the time being you should do nothing."



6. Letter HOETTL to NAST, 23 January 1953. We have a carbon of a letter
to MAST from HOETTL which is dated 23 January 1953. The first page of the letter
concerns itself with the VERBER-PONGER case.

' "Mary thanks for-your:fine communication of the 19th January which as
I told you by telegrath only came yesterday. I say this only to clarify
thiS one point. Now let me talk about single points on which I wish to go'
along with your scheme. • In the case of P, I agree with you completely and

• certainly do not wish to inform any of A's (translator note: ANGERERIs)
peoPle as long as the investigation is still in progress. However, I.have
discovered a goOd solution. In a completely private and personal way...
have informed my SCHNEIDER friend of this matter (translator . note: SCHNEIDER
is a well-known coven name of Gehlen) and he asked me to give him a complete'
writterireport concerning my acquaintance which would be held until I'spedi-'

• finally gave him the permission to use it. If I should get into any Sort
• of difficulties, I therefore could at any:time state that I had giveOly

information to a reputable firm. This idea is undoubtedly good in itself
and'edite apart from the fact that these brothers also can read the thing

• (translator note: In this case, "brothers" appears_b p refer to Amt Oehlen)
but will not-Frable to use it because it would be perfectly clear whence
it dame. This solution is undoUbtedly chosen by SCHNEIDER not only Out
of kindness but also from conpletely egotistical motives, for was not an
intimate of PONGER one of the leading SCHNEIDER people? I once told you•

• of this man, a former Colonel K (translator note: Wilhelm YRICHBAUM), In
any . event, it is certain that not much will become generally known, for
the correspondence is located in the hth District and is therefore not
available. :MY copies are at hand and also the answers; the matter , concerns
itself uith photographs and the last picture of Hitler, also numerous
touche&up photographs for my book (eanaris, , etc.) and also it concerns
pictures which I bought from P., especially those from the days of the
Habsburg Monarchy, but alto pictures of Hitler, Himmler, etc 2 all for
my new book. There also exists a considerable exchange of' letters.con-
cerning a Swedish edition and possibly there may be something of this also
at the Office of the press which you might look up , if you have tine. The
whole matter is therefore as clear as day and I do net believe that there
will be any trouble in Salzburg, although I certainly , do not know whether •
A. (translator note: ANGERER) knows that the statements concerning P.
come from me. I-EaSt ask Theo (translator note: Theodor von ALBERT)

1

whorl T am seeing this morning in Salzburg.(16.. ROE, is coming) (trans-
later note: HOETTL states this iS -a Dr-ROEDER). The cOnneetiOn of my
SCHNEIDETt friend in the affair is very interesting, although I naturally

• do not know whether the connectior is purely personal or professional..
He believes that there is something neculiar in the case and that perhaps

is intended to draw the case out	 absurd lengths in order to 'show
• that these Jews were persecuted although they were , innocentl The theory

has 'some merit and is supported by the tremendous haste and the transfer
to the United States. In any case, it is very unlikely that a man.who
since 1947 haS lived in :Vienna and since 19414 has been in Europe and in



the meSntime presumably never in the United States could conSpire. with a
.Ruesian in Washington, when in Vienna he or has to go around the corner
to meet the MVD. The situation does not 	 true. I . am extremely

* curious to 	 out what will come of tip; Hw3e .Any.further.information
. that I'have. on this case I . will'give you

-	 7.. HOErrit s Report to Rupert MANDL. As he explained to MAST in the fore-
going letter, HOETTL gave to Rupert : 1:ANDL, a repreSentatiVe of Ant Gehlen,. a
written:repOtt'of his association with'Kurt.PONCER., 	 have the briginalHof •
this report from Amt Gehlen and among the papers impounded in HOETTL e s home'
were three carbon copies of the report: HOETTL was unable to explain why he
nade so many copies but. stated that it must have been an error of some sort,
since normally he mai:es only one or two copies of any. original, correspondence,
translation of HOETTL I swritten statement to MANDL follows:

"MY Acquaintance' with Curt PONGER.
;•

, "During my stay at Nurnberg where I was a witness and was confined in
the court building I became acquainted with PONGER. This was in the ,year
1946. At that time PONGER and a nnarently alSoNERBER were active with the
prosecution in the trial against members of the SS Economic and Adminis-
trative Office, and had at this tire nothing to do with . me since I was a

witness in the trial against major war criminals, as well as in the SO- •
called Wilhelmstrasse Trial. PONGTR, however, was frequently in ITT Vicinity:
during interrogations, as was not uncommon in Nurnberg: He made a pleasant
Impression on me at that time since he always handled himself in a humane
and thoroughly Courteous manner in contrast to many other of the interro-
gators,

•	 •	 •

"About Spring 1948, PONGER came to Alt Aussee in order to ' request me
to come once more to Nurnberg to make ' a statement. At that tite.I had
just been released from confinement and naturally 'did not wish to return
to Nurnberg, and so I was happy , that PCNSER actually missed me in Aussee.
(I happened to be in Salzburg that day.) • Several weeks later, however,

.PCNCER came again and made so urgent a matter of my coming to Nurnberg
that I had to give in, although I WRS living in the U.S.tone of Austria:
.Following PONGER I S advice I , reported to a Mr. BROMBERG who had his office
in the Landesgericht in Salzburg and who was responsible for issuing
travel permits. When I discovered that BROMBERG cad not 'consider.ther..
situation as important or as pressin g at ROMER, I again adopted my delay-
ing tactics and actually succeeded to the extent that in the meantime ;:the
trial went ahead without me. At that time, therefore, I did not go to
Nurnberg, unlike another witness from Alt Aussee whoMPONGER had also
approached. This was the former Estonian Provincial Director and Minister
Presideht during the German regime in the Baltic, Dr. MAE,Who also lived
in Alt Aussee. MAE, like myself, is a writer with a strong anti-Communist •
bias who has a very good reputation in the Estonian Emigration. For some
tim6-he! has been writing under the pseudonym Polonins a rather i7:portant
anti-Bolshevik brochure called "No Fear of Soviet Russia,"



•	 "At this time I had already begUn working on my book Die Geheine Front
• and told PONGER about it. He was very interested and star3lraliTili5-
13e1onied to the intelligence trade. (He described himself as &former
!Captain in OSS). PONGER promised me to try to arrange a foreign language .
edition of, the book in the United States and in,other foreign countries -in
which he allegedly had good connections. When my book appeared ia 1954
I senta copy to PONOER with a query concerning the Oromiae that he had
lade. PONGER replied tha my book might Well appear in the reputaAe
.Swiss Firm: Europa and be	 in this connection persona/ negotiation:: With
the owner Of the firm Dr.jRECHT,JONGER got for this a . concession whiCh
amounted to 24% oorclies On o'i the fl sale price. In the United . States and in
Sweden where PONGER particularly attempted to get a foreign editien, ha had
no sucéess: PONGER also attempted with no success to arrange the publica-
tion of articles on historical and political subjects.

"HOwever, it became apparent at this time (my articlee had to appear
with illustrations) that PONGER possessed a large collection of photographs
which included historical and contemporary political figures so that in c
this connection we began to do business. I bought various photographs
from . PONGER, as for example those concerning the first and second world
War, and I also gave himphotographs which I pu5sessed to be enlarged and
copied. In these negotiation .a rather large correspondence dame into *:
being and I . made a number of payments to PONGER which, although the prices •
mere smalls amounted to a considerable sum. (On one occasion almost a
thousand schillings.) All these letters from PONGER as well as copies of
My letters to him are available. They be gin on the 27th of August 1948
a,nd end:on the 7th of October 1952. Late in December 1952 I also sent
PONGER a New Year card since he had sent me a card at Christmas.

"Except ! for these purely professional (Nurnberg) and commercial (pub-.
lishing and,photography) matters PONGER had little other contact with me.
During the time of our acquaintance, that is beginning with his second
visit to Alt Aussee in late Spring 1948 until the end of 1952, I sal him .
perhaps altogether six or seven times, of which three or four times were
in Alt Aussee, once in Fuschl, once in Bad Ischl, and finally in Germany
where he took me along in his car. However PONGER was apparently in Aussee•
on other occasions when he did not meet me. He usually came without telling
me before hand. When' he arrived he usually called me by telephone. Once:
his wife Vera came along and twice his brother-in-law VERHER (that is on
visits tb me) and also his oldest daughter came with him once or twice but
I'never Taw her. Possibly his mother also accompanied him on these visits
but of this I cannot be certain .. (Naturally it is possible that other
persons were also with him.) Usually he connected his journey according to
his own account with visits of his family, particularly When meMbers of :hie
family Were having vacations in Western Austria. Thus the PONGER family
made a visit in Summer 1951 to Bodendorf am Ossiachersee (care of Ebner) and
made another: vieit in 1952 to Windischgarsten, Upper Austria. If Mrs. PONGER
'did not stay with th ,3 children, then PONGER's mother remained behind, or at
-least so he told me on several occasions. It wbuld therefore appear that
PONGER came to Western Austria frequently and for extended periods. Concern-
ing the subjects of conversation which occurred on the'occasions.nentioned



above.I have certain memories. On his first visit, PONDER interested'

14Ahimself in the chief of Amt IV of ;the' ii MUELLEM, and most especially
for the Chief for JewishMatters, Ado 	 C 	 . Unlearning EICIOWN,	 •
he informed me repeatedly that JOI 	 Hsome other international Jewish

:organization) had placed a reward on EICHMANN I s head Of 8100,000 which :-
I was supposed to collect since I certainly knew where EICHTIANN vat.
-(EICHMANN ,had been in Aussee at the time of the German Collapse and had . ••
left his family here.) . - The particular interest of PONGER in EICHMANN and

• in other similar matters, into which I will go later, made me cenclude 7
that PONDER was active for the IsraeliIntelligence Service or some other
Israeli office. This was •my explanation at the, tine to meal of his
* frequent Visits to Aussee, for I.:a Ausnee at the time Frau EICHMANN was
living under her mniden name, LIEBL, and I thought that PONGER was 	 .
attempting to learn in this area the present hiding place of EICHMANN. .
He asked me in a rather uhsubtle fashion to takeup contact with Frau LIEU
and in any case to look around in her vicinity since he nas convinced that
EICHMANN frequently returns to visit his family. When I . refused to have
'anything to do with this matter, he dropped the subject until about a
year ago when he told me that Israel now had definite information that
EICMMANN Was being lodged with the Grand Mufti in Egypt and asked whether
'or not I might be able to establish a contan 4 . Thinyould be an important
mthing to do and would be paid for from the $100,000 which had 'been set as	 -
a price on EICFMANN i s head. I was completely diffident in this matter
although I. knew tha4 EICRMANN was not at: the time in Egypt.
1	 '1	 :

"This interest of PONDER in EICMMANN was not the only sign which .
'brought me to the conclusion that PONDER was working for the Israeli . .
HIntelligence Service. He told 772 once (about Alcast 1951) that he knew
a number of imnortant people who .4ere wgrking in Vienna for the Israeli
Service, among then former members of the Atherican Intelligence Servtce.
'These persons were extremely interested in the Gendannerie.Majorjralentin.
, nin Bad Aussee and wished to know whether I knew him. -1 said that ,I
; did and tdld them what I knew about TARRA; that is that I considered him
'a Rusalan or at least a Comm *st agent. PONGER also in this connection
yas particularly interested i the former Congressman AlbrechtcGAISWINKLFR
and the Communist leader Se le' LIESbiS... (Concerning ese pe Ig-I per-	 . • '
mitted myself to talk at grea 	 or about a -rear ago I wr te an
article in the Spiegel in whi I discussed the -BelsheViSf- infil ration.%1
tactics of this group. I also discussed then in a book which will appear
next in England and the Uni 4 -d States,;), However, I never got the impression
'that PONDER himself was interested in TARRA and in the other two people and
wished to 'take up contact with them hints elf. This would ce an explanatien
of the frequent trips PON , 3ER made to Aussee and also the trips be Ischl:.
where he also frequent2y visited (PLIESEIS lived in Ischl) which FOND
explainedto re by stating that he was making a photographic essay of the
Ischl,porcelain or ceramics works. Thus if PONGER vatactually alder .
control of the Russian Secret Service in his dealings with me, my informa-
tion about these three people would have been only positive. The 14.it



two tines that PONGER visited in Aussoe, he did not sleep either in Alt
Aucsee or had Aussee but in Grundleee, which he explained to me by saying.
that he was making a photo study of a wood carver Who worked there. It
might be eventually interesting in this connection that since approximately
last summer a man has been working in the gypsum works in Grundlsee who is
known as'a i leading funCtionary of the -00e, although not publicly so known,
and who i& reported to have had his training in Russia; This man's name:.
4S LINECK -(phonetic) and ho lives in that part Of Alt Aussee known as Win.
However, PONGER never asked me about this man and I was interested in him

• only because I have the opinion that the Russians are preparing the Totes
debirge as a stronghold for partisan warfare. I have a number of indica.
tions of thie. It seems peculiar to me that the LIN= mentioned above,
Who allegedly had a prosperous veg.:table. business, should suddenly take a
job in . a gypsum works in 'rwAlsee as a common laborer.

"OtherWise, PONGER did not indicate any interest to me in persons in
theAussee:area although he frequently asked about Jr. MAE. I never can:ca.
of MAE but , alwaysadvised PONGER simply to visit him if he wished informa-
tion. Whether PONGER visited him or not I do not krow.

i .	 .
' "Concerning other persons, the only name : which came up was that of the
former ColOnellof the Secret Field Police, XRIECHBAUM (sic). PONGER.knew
that I knew this man and that I also knew him during my confinement.
PONGER hed'also net KRIECHBAUM in Nurnberg and remained from that time on
in contaet 1 With him. In the slimmer of 1951 when PONGER visited me in.'
Auesee he told me that he had seen KRIECHBAUM and that ICRIECHBAUM would
be Very happy to see. me again. If I wished, PONGER said he could arrange
a meating. I should write KRIECHBA 1UM a letter since that would be accOrd-
ing to protocol, and say that I would be very happy : to see him again and
PONGER-wauld then arrange a meeting between us. KRIECHRAUM chose as a
date the 18th of August, as well as I can reconstruct from the letter of

PONGER's that I have, but whether we .actually net on that day I no longer
exactly remember. It was certainly in the month of August. PONGER brought
KRIECERAUM.from Reichenhail to Salzburg and there I also got into the :ar,

As well as . I:can remember it was KRIECHBAUM!s car, and we then drove to
Fuschl where we drank coffee in a restaurant by the lake. The conversation
was confined to the exchange of reminiscences and only at the end of the
C 

with
onversatiend\: ^.... ri

M
RIECHBAUN tell me that in intelligence circles my friend—

Ship wi Erich =IMA was disapproved of, I-was able to explain to
KRIECHRAUM that aULTR had indeed been a former colleague of mine when
I was working fo CIC in Austria but that sinee that time we had separated,
since KERNMAYR was Completely impossible jr. my. opinion. KRIECHRAUM indi-
cated that he was cempletely satisfied with this explanation but did not
indicate that he had any definite plan Connected with me._ PONGER, on the
other hand, told me on the return journey (he brought me as far as
St. .Cilgeh) that this conVerSation would have good results since ICRIECIEATT:
was a leading man of the Schneider firm (translator note: -Amt Gehlen).
(He had told me in a communication dated 5 August that KRTECHBAUM .would mske
some definite 'proposition to me at the Meeting on the 16th of At!east; but



he never told rn either in writing or later by words what he meant.
eould Only guess that it had something to do with Cooperation in the
Schneider firm, This activity as middle—man in 1951 and again a:year
later brought me to the conjecture that PONGEH might perhaps be a eolldague
Of the• Schneider group in Vienne with a mission from KRIECHRON, who had
the reputation of being . A first—rate specialist in Southeast matters. In
any event,. I never asked him about this and hater observations brought me
to atdifferent conclusion. I pleas that at that time and earlier powcER
was doing:atm° sort of business with -KHIEOHHAUM concerning Whith,I will
Write more later.

• , "In September 1952, Sea 7isated me again in Alt AuSsee. .He was .
there Only about an hour (that is at my house) on unich occasion he asked

whether.I might Care to make a visit to Germany with him and with his
brother—in—law in October 0 A proposition which he had first suggested a .
year before this. (1,,e had occasionally talked in such a way that .1
indicated that I occasionally had business to do in Germany hnt that I
•had to postpone the trip because the German railroads were soexpencive.
PONGER , at that time haa suggested that I -go with him in his car when he
Went to Germany. Whether he actually went to Germany in 1951 I cannot,
remember.) PONGER also suggested that it would be Very nice at this time
to speak again with KRIEGHBAUM, since now the nlestion of a German intelli-
gence Service was becoming acute and until the establishment of the German
Intelligence Service I had held my plans in abeyance. I had actually on
several previous occasions told PONflER this after he had several times,
Urged me tc take up contact with KRIECHBAUM and to place my capabilities
in the 'intelligence field at the disposal of the Schneider firm. On this
occasion it would be Possible for us therefore to speak to KRIECHBAUM and •
he would arrangeathe itinerary in such a way that it fitted most con-
veniently my interests. He sug7ested a meeting with KRICHBAUM in KRIECH-

' PAWS residehce in Reichenhall on the weekend of the 11th to 12th October
but i refused this since I had something else to do that weekend. On the
13th of October, I travelled to Salzburg where WalterTidal fetched me
from the train. PONGER had introduced me to LAUlfl several days before in
Ischl. At that time I had been in Ischl and PCNGZR had called ny wife in
Alt AusSee who tnld him that eVentually he could find me in the railroad
station restaurant. He came there and I went outside with him brieflywhere
he introduded me At LAUBER in orJer that I would recognize him in the event
that he could not personally pick me up in Salzburg. On the 13th of October,
LAUBER !amp with his Volkswagon and drove me to Reichenhali ' Whers PO=R had
put up in the Hotel Deutches Haus or Butcher Hof. PONGERthad already
spoken With KRIECHRAUM but MIECHBAUM was no longer in Reichenhall, having .
arranged to meet us in Munich. We met KRIECHEAUM in the restaurant near the
bus stop by the Hotel Schottenhammel (afternoon of 13 October). Theconver-
sation was again purely theoretical as it had been a year before and KRIECH-
BAUM indicated that the situation in the German Intelligence Service was
still completely unclear, saying that the Americans naturally would never
let a an like Dr. Schneider (translator note: Gehlen) be dismissed and
thah this Sa(1 would play an important role in tha future, etc.- Nnthing.
concrete was discussed at this reetina.. KRIECHEAUM gave the impression, of
beine'Very , sick and stated that for several monthz, he had been desnerately
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Several:days before ry journey, I had learned through a criminal
• police officer attached to the State Police in Salzburg by the name of
• ANGERER, not directly but through cut-outs, that Curt PONGEE_ was suspected.
in Vienna of working for the Soviet Intelligence Service. (It was in

• another connection that the name of POUGEk had come up.) I had conse-
quently passed to ANGEBER a written memorandum stating that I !mew a
certain Curt PONGER and telling what I knew about this man. This journey
with PONGER seemed therefore much more interesting, since I hoped to get
the opportunity to be able to make conclusions about PONGER,. .I had the.
greatest doubt that PONGER could be a Soviet agent, since his entire
activity during the past year, at least as far as I could See, indicated

•otherwise. The man had been a Captain with OSS, , was then an offielal in
.11Ornbeng where in the last stages of the trials that parlor—pink note of
i945-46 had ended among Americans. He then got the concessions of American
agencies in Austria and he had then arranged that my books Die Geheime 
Front, i work most offensive to Russia and to Gomrmmism whirhad been
forbidden in the Soviet Zone and whMh had been subject of hostile atten-,
tion brvarious SOviet commands, rhould appear in Switzerland. On this:
journey, FORGER behaved in a completely unsuspicious fashion, he showed no
interest in what Iwas doing, and we practically never saw each Other

1
except at certain meals. It was admittedly unusual that he Should have'1
something to discuss with KRIEGHBAUM which he did not wish to speak of in
7)- presence, and he arranged with KR=HEAUM that he could telegraph from
some point along the way to arrange a further meeting between the two.
Whether thin meeting occurred I do not ;mow. I travelled with PONGER and
LAUBER. On the 15th of October te Nurnberg, I immediately took the train on
to Dusseldorf where I had business and there did not meet PONGER and Taoism
again until the 18th of October when I met them in Bonn. When they arrived

had completed all my business and donsequently went ahead by train tm.
Stuttgart, where on the 20th I met PONlai and VEREER again. I arranged for •

them to visit the Porsche works, since they wished to make a photographic1,	 •
s,udy for the United States, and on the same day we went on to Munich, srhere
after spending the night we proceeded to Aussee. FORGER and LAUBER intended
to go only as far as Salzburg but I persuaded them to bring me to Aussee . and
they spent the night in Grundlsee. On the following morning, they wished to
try to make some pictures of spawning fish (at that time the spawning period
of a •oeal fish Was beginning), Since that time I have seen neither PONGER
nor the others and have received no letters with the exception of the

•Christmas card mentioned above.

i "After becoming aware of the arrest of PONGEE and VEREER: . I decided to
inform the office of Dr. Schneider and hereby set down as an aide memoir
information 'which substantiates my oral report. This material is to be used
only with mrs explicit permission--that is, without my specific perrission
it cannot be forwarded to any office, (Translator note: When questioned
on this statement, HOETTL admitted that he specificalZy meant it could not
be forwarded to an American office. He stated, however, that his main
reason for this was to ensure security, since he was not aware of the extent
to; which diSseminations were Made inside Gehlen t s organization and he actually -
hoped to reStrict dissemination to General Gehlen hi—self and thereby to the
really responsible American officer.)



11 4.1 closing I should like to set down several details Of the wholeY
-Matter, whiehmight be interesting in this or in some other eonnectiOn..
In all my conversationn with PONCER, as far as I can remember, the names
Of formerAntelligence people never . occurred with the except.ion of those
already mentioned and two others which I wish to discuss herèwThe first
is oneC_F_LCZaat.'TVOw�;gzaszzrtt4ttr.2Aathe 'over name r; HAWS.: I.
mentioned this name o	 g.tiWconvor1tion dee- .
Cribed above eetween.PONGER, KRIEOHBAUY and myself on the 13th of October
in Munich.: . (How the conversation came around to . OFCZAREK/SCHAEFER . I no
longer remember,) 1 was .astounded when suddenly PONGER uttered the name
OFCIAREK whom I knew from my student days. As far as I can remember on
.t.his . oecasion.POWIER stated that GIG was very angry with OFCZAREK.becaUme
he'continupdtc work against the agreement that had been reached between
CIO in Austria and Schneider; Curiously ' enough,.cm the return journey
from MuniCh'we-met OFCZAREK in his Car ' at the German Austrian border, .1
had alreadV finished my business with•customs -while FORGER and LAUBER were
still engaFed in conversation concnrninr books on which they had to pay
customs arj on which:POWER did net wish to pay the duty. TONGER came :out
from the customs shed and made some statement that it was. not particularly
skillful when'semebody like OFCZAREK was passed through the customs so
rapidly that any blind man could see that the man had been accredited
officially in some manner to the border police. Whether POKER or LAUBER
had spOken,with OFCZAREK during the customs inspection is not knewn tone
but I 'doubt it, since otherwise OFCZAREK wbuld not have been finished So
Ouickly. I also . do not know whether PONGEE knows OFCZAREK personally..
Concerning Dr. OFCZAREK, I should liko to state that exactly as in the.
case of - Colonel MIECIMAUM any suspicion that he is working.for the
Russians via PONGER seeris impossible. (From other quarters such rumors.
about OFCZAREK in Austria have repeatedly corn to ny. attention; these •
originate With his acouaintance with. Dr.', KureTZSELY, who alleged1V is
active . for.the Russian or Hungarian intelligenc service, Concerning this
a. good i deal is said but I personally do not • believe that OFCZAREK, who:had
employed WESSELY . in his intelligencegroup . and allegedly still'emplovsllim,
knew anything about WESSELL . It could . possibly be expla ' pd by'a certain •
good nature on the part of,OFCZREK as in the case of Dr %.1■A • the son
of his :colleague professo:AKurt . 'OLL. This younger nOLL s a Communist
Unity Front Shop Steward in Voes and is - reported . to send C. ZkREK informa-
tion through his father concerning this business. The senior KNOLL appears' .
to be absolutely reliable but apparently cannot,, for obvious reasons, .
Separate himself from'his'son.)

"The second name whieh seems interestin g in an"tQtefligence connection
is that of, the former SB Obersturmhah-tfuehrer 	 1BAN.N.:Concerning A:/11.8

Man ?UNGER had astoundingly good information, He tol .e two years ago. that •
UREAN was an agent of the American, British and French Intelligence 'Sett-ices
as well as of the intelligence service of the Austrian State
that this had notSpindered him from becoming' intelligence chief of the • •
Neo-Nazi_group . offlliElgae_A . remark of PONGER's made a long time age made it
Afp-da-i--	 me 'at" that•time that URBAN also had connections with the Israeli
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Intelligence Service. The reason for these aesumptions are no longer clear
to no eince,I didn't have any interest in URBAN, believing that he is not
a'man tO be taken seriously.

• "Several points which possibly may also be of in terest I will also add
here. PONGER's earlier address was Vienna V, Schoenbrunnerstrasse 47. Later •
he gave Me the address Vienna IV, Paulanergasse 7 as the location of the
firm of the Central European Press and Literary Agency, Inc. When I once
asked him hew an American could live in a Soviet Bezirk, he explained to me
that there both offices and apartments are cheaper 417 half than in the
.Weetern Sectore, and anything that he has to hide from the Russians he would
not keep . in the t4th Bezirk. Later, in 1952, PONGER told me on his own
initiative that an American officer, apparently the onSwho was his. superior
in the Officers' Reserve, summoned him to advise him to move out of the•
Soviet Bezirk. He allegedly gave this officer his arguments that the
SoViet Bezirk was much cheaper and convinced him saying that his brOthert

VERBER, /for example, had taken years to find a decent dwelling in a
Weltern Sector.

' "Another item, perhaps not uninteresting, is the following. When I'
first met VERBER (if I recollect correctly I have seen hith altogether only
twice) he had a completely swollen, eye. Asked where he got it, he stated
that with PONGER he had photographed striking workers near the Paulanerkirche
and that both he and POKERHhad been beaten up and that someone had stolen
.a Leica from,them.

"Finallya few characteristics concerning the personalities themselves.
PONGER has always seemed to me to be the prototype of the very:nationally--
minded Jew. 'According to a number of his statements he felt himself much
more a Jew than an American. For this reason, he was always loyal to the
Germans and always realistic about them (eic). To me he was always pleathant
and humane without ever making an attempt to win my favor by any kind of
sPecial attention. Thus he never made any attempt to pay for meals when
wel were together. or when he came on a visit did he bring gifts to rer
children. He Was always very reasonable in the prices that he put on hie,
photographs but not so much so that he gave u p. his profit. He never tried
to get information from me about anti-Russian agents, as would certainly
have been expected if he had been Working for the Russians. That he never
attempted to :recruit me for the Russians goes without saying for he knew my
unqualified anti-Communist orientation. He could, on numerous Pccasions,-

1	 ,

have attempted to approach me obliquely, perhaps for example as an alleged
member of an ;American intelligence office who wished to build a net againSt1
RusSia. In this I would probably have believed him and it would have, been
algood opportunity for a double agent operation. .This circumstance mitigates
against suspicion; that which supports suspicion I have set down above.

"PONf:ER's wife, whom I saw only once, impressed me as an extraordinarily
clever and self-assured person. I am trying to indicate that in the marriage
she is probably the dominant partner arid i4' this is a matter of intelligence
work, she may also have been -the dominant member there,

■



• "PONCER'in my opinion was always the passive partner. •Presutably
also in sexual matters for she impressed me as being a very.highly-bred
and . temperamental woman, whereas,he - appeans to be the opnosite, •

"Concerning the brother VERBE1 I have only sliyht impressions. He
ant-eared to be very clever, obliging, but also practical'. If, for exAmple,
PON3ER started on the subject of the persecution of the Jews in connection
with his favorite hobby .horse ETCHMANN, \TABER would hush him up saying
that. all this did not appear to be . particularly an important problem for
me...VERBER was also always very witty and Dill of jokes.

."LAUBER impressed me as being very reserved and Noderate rather than
sympathetic. He .demOnstrated absolutely no political ' interest.and in his
presence nobody could imagine. that he could be a :Soviet' •ent. His release
tends tosupport . this assumption,. It is naturally ,vain to devclop.theories
whether and why PONGER..and VERBER were Russian agents ars" in any event the
trial at the beginning of March will clarify this situation. If it should
•happen that the accusations are true, then I'am convinced that Mrs. pONGER
and her brotherwere the drivinnforce and indeed not from ideological
grounds but for money. PONGER was ideologically not a Communist but	 •
rather'anAnti-conservative l that is a man in favor of the liberal, strongly
Jewish direction of the Roosevelt Era rather than that of the United States
of today.

"One can also itagine that this entire espionage case has been set up .
in certain Jewish circles in order via the trial to indicate how innocent
these "new Americans" (that is Je..7s) are and how they have been persecuted.
This theory', however, is very far fetched, although a man like PONGER

, would be, available 'for such a job at any time and also possesses the
.necessary good connections to international Jewry.

"All of these trains of thouFht have been set down here in a compin.tely •
unsyStematic fashion and it is possible that some interesting detail has
been left out in spite of my cudgeling of brains, I am ready at any- time to,
provide farther information but 'must again request that this case retain
completely confidential and not be brought into general use. At thiS point

• I want to have it again clearly understood that I have no susnicion myself
• against Colonel KRICHRAUM or Jr. OFCZAREK and that these gentlemen in ny

-opinion are completely beyond all suspicion. I have only spOken'of them
because as an old intelligence man I know that in such a , case the most
unlikely details can be of interest and not in any way to point suSpicion •
in any directdon. It would be most unpleasant fcr me if any misunderstanding
should 'arise against the, persons named or if indeed any in.restigation_should

conducted."

8. Letter MAST to HOETTL, 26 January 1952. The original of a letter from
Pal-On ii.einrich MAST to HOETTL dated z6 January 1952 is in our possessi3n... The
followinT ; shott paragraph pertains to the PONCER case:



•	 "I am happy that my opinion concerning this case, which night not be
entirely clear, is shared by other persons. • Whether the "deposition" was
Well chosen, I. cannot in my -position •judge since 1 , do not knosethe people
concerned, that is your contact man. I believe that I mould not myself
have given it to the tali guy." (Translator note: The reference to the
Contact man is probably to MANDL; the reference to the tall man is obscure

• hut may refer to a friend of Anton BOEHM.), . 	 •.	 .

9. Letter HOETTL to MAST, 27 January 1953. In a , letter, of which we.
possess. HOETTL's carbon Copy, dated 27 January 195 3, HOETTL devotes only ,a
.short paragraph to the PONGER case.'

"The . depositionin ' the . PONGER case to. meseems quite secure and
naturally it will-not,reachthetall, man. The release of the third
'arrestee . makes our version of the ca e still more likely."

10. Letter from HOETTL to Elizabeth '.	S.B.,..31 January 1953. Among the
'letters in HOETTL's possession whi 1 were Impounded, two may refer to the rONGER
case. It should be noted that FRAN:rE is the secretary of a former colleague and
superior in the SD of HOETTL,'Willi . NEK, who now lives in Munich and with whom
'HOETTL has at least casual contact. 	 6-tone of this correspondence indicates
' that FRANKE ii a present or past 'mistress of HOETTL.

•- -"The address of Kurt you presumably found in a Munich directory?. It
' is certainly : t our good friend' who was previously in Munich for some time
and the other Kurt simply lets' you hear nothing, from him? Have you written
to him that I' shouldMyself like him to write as a favor? Perhaps it Might
still work." •

The other letter from Elizabeth FRANKE is dated 2 October 1952, and therefore
, was. apparently written before HOETTL made his trip to Germany mit} PONDER and
his • friends: It:has.one short paragraph which may refer to the PONDER case:

' "Curt P. I have just asked about LIEEHART. So far as can be remetbered
I already once before 'interviewed him with negative results. As you know,'
We once debated this question before the first, of the.year, possibly already
two years ago, and I remember that at one time after that I conversed with
•Curt P. The exact time was Some time distant in the past. In any case,
I lm•following up this matter." 	 .

• j1.. ROETTL's report to Rolf E.  RINGER Of CIC. According to Report 5-16996
CIC . Salzburg dated 3 March 1953, Special Agent hell E. RINGER "interviewed sub-
ject in the German languate in Bad Aussee, Land Styria, Austria." RINGER ton-

tinues as if the report were based solely on an oral . interview. Evidently during
, this interview, however, RINGER asked HOETTL to prepare a. written report on his
conneCtions . With:PONGER and'VERBER). for among the documents impounded in HOEffLis
home was a receipt dated Bad Aussee, 21 February 1953, signed Rolf E. RINGER,
which'reads as follows:.



•	 • "A written report of 12 pages length concerning his acquaintance with
Curt PONGER, Otto VERBER, and Walter LAUBER, received this date from
Dr. Wilholm HOETTL, Alt AuSsee and certified herewith with signature,
Roll: E. RINGER."	 •

Also among the documents impounded in the house search is i carbon copy of a
12 page report which HOETTL states is the one he gave to RINGER on 21 February..
'RINGER's report 3-16996 is essentially based on the report handed him by HOETTL
and HOETTL i s report will consequently not be reproduced here. The report
parallels closely that given to Rupert MANDL. •

12. Commenti. Fray. the correspondence detailed above, it would appear, that
;HOETTL was unwitting in his association with Curt PONGER and the Topholo:,complex. •
It should be noted, however, that the fact that all of this cOrrespondence.wae so
:easily acCessiblelh HOETTL I s house leads One te suspect that HOETTL intended us.
to capture it and from this suspicion it is a short. step to the Suspicion that

Hall Or some of the Correspondence may have been fabricated for the purpose of
giving us :documentary evidence 'whichappears to clear HOETTL of suspicion and : that
other more incriminating correspondence has , been destroyed or hidden' elsewhere. •
The fact that also confiscated at the same time were numerous records of HOETTL i s •
clandestine activity, Which, as he pointsout himself, establishes his clear anti-
Soviet,reCord in espionage, albeit detracting to a degree. from his repUtation as
:a master in the-trade, is Consistent with the theory that the Material was
deliberately left in his house. It is interesting that none of the:CIC reports
from 1947 and 1948 were to be found among HOETTL's material, although we very'
strongly suspect that carbon copies of these reports exist, and in some cases,

' through an agent of HOETTL i s named Raimund STRANGL, we have at times in the past
:seen carbon copies of reports:which he had in 'previousyears given to CIC Linz.
The absence of the material from 1947 and 1948 suggests that HOETTL Possesses
another cache of mater.f.al, the whereabouts of. which *ado not know'. 'It is also
possible that other material, including compromising evidence, : may have beeiC
destroyed in the interval between the public announcement of the arrest of .

• ,VERBER arid PONGER and our approach to HOETTU on 19 February. It is -hoped that
further interrogation of HGETTL will throw some light on the validity of the
'documents discussed in this memorandumsalthough as this report is being dictated
the interrogators do not have high hope 's of getting more out Of HOETTL than has
already been gotten. -


